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"No…this can't be true…you are playing tricks, so that I break up with Si
Li…Right…right" Lu Lan said and her body was still shivering as if somebody had
furiously poured the cold water on her.
Shu Han-You smiled mockingly "Trick…? This is the truth that you are an
ILLEGITIMATE CHILD and now let me see, how could Si Li still have a girlfriend
like you?"
"Enough…" Elder Si shouted from the back.
Elder Si and Madam Si were in the old Mansion, when they got the information about
Elder Lu. Elder Lu and Elder Si were best friends and if anything would happen to
Elder Lu then it would be a great loss to Elder Si.
Elder Si and Madam Si immediately reached the hospital, however, they found that no
one was there from Lu Family. It was completely impossible…
Afterwards, they saw the crowd at the end of the corridor and Elder Si and Madam Si
felt that something was wrong, so they went towards the crowd and when they reach
there, they heard Shu Han-You's words.
Madam Si immediately went towards Lu Lan and held her "Xiao Lan… are you
alright?"
"Mom…This is not true… They are lying…" Lu Lan shook her head and cried…
"It's good that Elder Si is here…Now… you decide whether you still allow to your
grandson to date a girl like her or not?" Shu Han-You said and disdainfully looked
towards Lu Lan.

Shu Han-You knew that Si Family was an aristocratic family in the Country X and Si
Li was the legendary figure in the business world of the Country X. After knowing the
truth about Lu Lan, they would definitely apart her from them.
"Elder Si…Don't listen to Han-You. She is talking rubbish… It's is not true" Lu
Yaohua came forward towards Elder Si.

"Not True… Then why don't we do the DNA test?"
"Han-You…You!..." Lu Yaohua faced turned red because of anger.
If Elder Si learned the truth about Lu Yaohua deed with Lu Lan's mother, then Lu
Yaohua wouldn't able to show in his face to Si Family.
"Enough…I said" Elder Si shouted.
Elder Si felt suspicious, when Elder Lu all of suddenly adopted Lu Lan. However,
Elder Si didn't say anything as he thought that it was not his business in the intervene
in others business.
However, now Lu Lan was the part of Si Family. Even though, Si Li and Lu Lan's
marriage didn't announce to the world, but it didn't mean that anyone could bully Lu
Lan and Si Family would quietly watch it.
Si Li was not here, so it was the duty of Si Family to take care of Lu Lan in the
absence of Si Li, otherwise, how could Elder Si show his face to Si Li, if anything
would happen to Lu Lan?...
"Fine… We will do the DNA test. Si Yan… go and make all the arrangements" Elder
Si continued.
"Right away grandpa…." Si Yan said and immediately went to make the arrangements.
"Elder Si…it's is not necessary I…" Lu Yaohua wanted to explain, but he stopped after
seeing fiercely gaze of Elder Si.
Lu Yaohua knew that Elder Si was the person, to whom one should not offend, so he
shut his mouth.
Soon, bodyguards sent the crowd away and the doctor came and took the blood sample
of Lu Yaohua and Lu Lan.
Soon afterwards, a team of doctors came from the ward of Elder Lu and reported to
Eder Si "Mr Lu is out of danger now, but you should make sure to keep him away
from any kind of stress".
Doctors shifted Elder Lu to the VIP ward.
Everyone went to the Elder Lu's room except Lu Lan and Madam Si. They were
waiting outside the testing lab, Lu Lan wanted to prove that what had Shu Han-You

said was not true?...
Even though, doctors told her that result would be out tomorrow morning, still, she
waited there and she wanted to prove that she was the daughter of Wang Yong and Li
Na, her parents' daughter.
However, she didn't know that she couldn't prove this…
Si Yan called Wang Yan to go to the Old Mansion to talk care of Little Champ. As Si
Li and Lu Lan sent him to Old Mansion, before the couple went to celebrate their first
night. Now, all the members were here, so someone should present with Little Champ.
Little Champ had a good bonding with Wang Yan. So Wang Yan's company to Little
Champ, wouldn't be the problem.
Wang Wei and Zhang Fang also rushed to the hospital, when Wang Yan told them
about Elder Lu.
Wang Wei and Zhang Fang also knew the truth about Lu Lan.

